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A few remarks on
blowing-up and connectedness
By M. Brodmann at Z rich
1. Introduction
In this note we present some results which are related to the connectedness of
fibers obtained by blowing-up an algebraic variety. The paper has two parts, according
to the two types of questions which shall be treated, namely: bounds for the
connectedness-dimension of fibers and calculation of Stein-factors of certain blowing-up
morphisms.
More precisely, in the first part we consider the blowing-up Χ πι > Spec (jR) of a
noetherian local ring R with respect to an ideal / of R. We then choose a proper ideal J
of R, which contains / and give bounds for the connectedness-dimension of the fiber
Y-.= nJi(V(J)). Here, for a closed subset Z of a noetherian scheme X, the connectedness-
dimension c(Z) of Z is defined by:
(1. 1) c(Z) := min {dim (W)\W^Z closed, Z - W disconnected].
Thereby, the dimension of the empty set Φ is defined s — l and Φ is considered s
disconnected. So it always holds c(Z)^ — l with equality i f fZ is disconnected. Often, we
also shall use the following description of c(Z):
(1. 2) c(Z) = min{dim(Z1 n Z2)}5 where Z^ and Z2 are both unions of irreducible
components of Z and satisfy Z = Zx u Z2.
The starting point to obtain our bounds is [5], (3. 4), which gives a criterion for
the connectedness and a bound on the connectedness-dimension for the fibers of an
arbitrary quasihomogeneous morphism π: X —> Spec(/t). We first deduce a bound which
is formulated in terms of the formal extension of our blowing-up, (2. 5). Then we prove
the lemma (2. 7) which — for any arbitrary noetherian scheme — gives a bound for the
connectedness-dimension in terms of the depths of the local rings of the scheme.
(Bounds similar to (2. 7) have been given by Hartshorne [11], (2. 3), (2. 4).) Finally we
get a bound for the connectedness-dimension of our fiber Y, which depends only on the
depths of the localisations of R, provided that R is excellent, (2. 9). We apply this to get
very explicite bounds in case R is either normal or satisfies the Serre-property S2,Bereitgestellt von | UZH Hauptbibliothek / Zentralbibliothek Zürich
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(2.10). Thereby the normal case may be considered s a sharpened Version of Zariski's
connectedness theorem [14]. Finally we get bounds for the connectedness-dimensions of
tangent cones, (2.11).
In the second part we consider Macaulayfications V—%-+ V of the type introduced
by Faltings [6]. In particular we show that — even for surfaces — there is in general no
minimal proper birational Cohen-Macaulay (CM) model (3.10), (3. 11). More precisely we
will see that if there is a non-trivial finite birational CM-model which is minimal among
all such models, it is not minimal among all proper birational CM-models. This answers
to the negative a corresponding question of [2]. It also shows that the Serre-property S2
alone (contrary to normality) in general may not be realized by a minimal proper
birational model. This answers to the negative a corresponding question of [1]. For
simplicity we prove the needed triviality of Grothendieck-Stein-factorizations only for a
special class of Macaulayfications. In fact this result holds for all Macaulayfications
introduced in [2], [4] and [6].
We also want to point out that the hypothesis of excellence in (2. 9), (2. 10) (ii),
(2. ll)(i ) may be replaced by the weaker condition that R is universally catenary and
that its formal fibers have the Serre-property S^. Consequently, the estimates (2.10) (ii)
and (2.11) (iii) hold for an arbitrary CM-ring resp. an arbitrary locally noetherian CM-
scheme.
As for the unexplained terminology we refer to [10] and [12].
2. Blowing-up and tangent cones
Let (R, m) be a local noetherian ring. Let / g jR be an ideal. The arithmetic rank
r(I) of / is defined s the minimal number of elements of / which Span an ideal whose
radical is j/7. Thus:
(2.1) r(/) = min{r|3a1,...,a r6/ with ]/(αΐ9...,α,)=γΊ}.
Let X be a noetherian scheme, Z^X a closed subset and χ e Z a point. Let
Λ g &x,x be the vanishing ideal of Z at x. Then r(</J is called the arithmetic rank of Z
at x, and denoted by rXtX(Z). Furthermore we put
(2. 2) rx(Z):=max{rx,x(Z) | χ e Z}.
Using this notation, we have the following result, which has been shown in [5].
(2.3) Proposition. Let S = R®Ri®-" be a graded noetherian R-algebra and
assume that l := Proj (A ® S) is connected. Let ZgSpec(K) be a closed set and let
7r:X:=Proj(S)—>Spec(J?) be the canonical morphism. Then the ber Y->=n~1(Z) is
connected and satisfies the inequality
3a Journal f r Mathematik. Band 370
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If /£/? is an ideal, SR(/) shall denote the Rees-algebra of /, e.g. the graded R-
algebra (J) I*. The blowing-up of Spec (R) with respect to / is defined s the canonical
n^O
morphism
(2. 4) B/A(/).= Proj(«(/))-^ Spec( ).
As an application of (2. 3) we obtain
(2. 5) Proposition. Let / g j£m be Ideals. Assume that £'-=Bl£(lR) is connected.
Then Yt=nJl(V(J)) is connected and satis es the inequality c ( Y ) ^ c ( X ) - r ( J / I ) — 2.
Proof. Applying (2.3) with S = /?(/) and Z = V(I) it remains to show that
rXtX(Y)^r(J/I) + l for all x e 7 (where X = BIR(I)). So, put r = r(J/I) and let
a1 ? . . . ,a reJ be such that ]/(als . . . , ar)/I = j/J/7. Let x e Y. Then /C^,* is a principal
ideal of &XtX, [7]. Choosing a generator be(9XtX of /i^>JC we obtain
VJ®x χ = 1/(αι>···> ar> ^)$x χ· This proves our claim s ]/T&x x is the vanishing ideal of
7 at x.
We now want to give a connectedness-result for the fiber Υ in which the formal
extension Bl&(I&) of BIR(I) does not occur. First we will prove some auxiliary results.
For a noetherian scheme X we put
(2. 6) d(X):=mm{dim{x} \ depth(0XjJC)^l}.
(2. 7) Lemma. X connected => c'(X) Ξ> δ(Χ).
Proof. Let Xl9 X2S=X both be unions of irreducible components of X such that
Xv u X2 = X. We have to show d*= im(Xi n Χ2)^δ(Χ). Let x be a generic point of
X1 r\X2 such that dim{x} =d. We must show depth(R)^l, where R==0X t X . We may
assume that depth(l?)>0. Let (0) = ς! n ··· n q„ be an irredundant primary decompo-
sition of 0 in jR. After an appropriate reordering of the primary components qt we find a
natural number s<n such that j/qj n ··· n qs and ]/qs+1 n ··· n qn are the vanishing
ideals of X± resp. of X2 at x. Put / = q 1 n - - - n q a , Jr = qs+i n ··· n qn. It follows
/n J = (0), |/7+7 = m, depth (R/I) >0, depth(#/J)>0. Applying local cohomology to
the exact sequence 0 — > R — * /?// ® /?/J —> /?/(/ + J) — * 0 we obtain an exact sequence
H°(R/J) -+ H»(R/(I + J)) - H&R).
As depth (R/I), depth (R/J)>0 here the left hand term vanishes. As ]// + J = m the
middle term equals /(/ + J)4=0. It follows Η£(Α)ΦΟ, thus depth ( ) g 1.
In the sequel we use the notations
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(2. 8) Lemma. Lei /g m be an ideal such that ht(I)>0 and such that
dim(R//)<c(R). Then c(B
Proof. Put X = BIR(I) and let X = XiuX2, where Xl and X2 are unions of
irreducible components of X. We must show dim^ nX2)^c(R). As fei(/)>0,
n:X-*Spec(R) is birational (and proper). So we have 8ρβο(Α) = π(Χ1) u n(X2) and
both n(X1) and π(Χ2) are unions of irreducible components of Spec(R). So there is a
point χ 6 π(ΧΊ) η π(Ζ2) such that dim{x} ^c(R). As dim(R//)<c(R) we have χ
So π"χ({χ}) consists of a single point y, and it holds dim{y} ^ dim{x}. In particular we
have y E X± n X2, which proves our claim.
(2. 9) Proposition. Let R be excellent and let /g Jg
 m be idea/s such that
dim(R//)<<5(R). TTien 7«=π71(7(7)) is connected and satisfles c(Y)^d(R)-r(J/I)-2.
Proof. In view of (2. 5) we have to show that c(BlR(l ))^d(R). In view of (2. 7)
and (2. 8) it remains to show that ht(l )>0 and that <5(Α)ϋ>5(Κ). As dim(R/I)<d(R)
we have /ii(/)>0, thus ht(lR)>0. It remains to prove the second inequality. So, let
peSpec( ) such that dim (£/£) = £(/?) and depth( j)gl. Put p = p n R . As is
excellent, one of the t wo following Statements holds [8], [12]:
a) depth (Rp) = depth (£$), dim (R/p) = di
b) depth (Rp) = 0, dim (R/p) = dim (£/p) + 1.
a) immediately induces δ(β)^δ (R). If b) holds, we have dim ()?/<;>) >0, thus
dim (R/p) >1. We thus find a q e F(p)-Ass( ) such that fii(q/p) = l. It follows
depth(
 q) = l, dim( /q) = dim( /p)-l = 5( ), thus
(2. 10) Corollary. Lei be excellent, let I c J c m be iWea/5 and pwi
,-
1 )^).
(i) // R is normal and /ΦΟ, then Υ is connected and satisfies
(ii) // jR satisfies the Serre-property S2 and if ht(I)>l, then Υ is connected and
satisfies c(Y)^dim( )-r(J//)-3.
Proof. (i) If R is normal, is a domain [12] and so ( s /ΦΟ) Bl^(IR) is
integral and of the same dimension s R. Now apply (2. 5).
(ii) As R satisfies S2 it follows d(R) ^ dim (R) - 1. Now we may conclude by (2. 9).
We denote by CTX(X) the tangent cone at a point χ of a noetherian scheme X.
(2. 11) Corollary. Let X be excellent, xeX. Then
(i) c(CT,(X))*9(R)-2.
(ii) X normal at χ =>
(iii) X safis/ies S2 αί χ Bereitgestellt von | UZH Hauptbibliothek / Zentralbibliothek Zürich
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Proof. Put &XtX = R. Then
)/(m) and Y'.= n
show that c(Y) = c(CTx(X)) — l and allow to prove our Statements applying (2.9) and
(2. 10) in the special case where / = J = m.
3. Stein-factors and Macaulayfication
As in the previous section, let (/?, m) be a local noetherian ring and let
S = R@S1 ® ··· be a graded noetherian R-algebra. We put X = Proj(S). Then Γ(&χ] is
a finite R-algebra and defines the Grothendieck-Stein-factor of the canonical morphism
n:X-+Spec(R), [13], [7].
So, there is a commutative diagram
(3.1)
Spec(K)
such that π0 is proper, y is finite and the fiber ^({y}) is connected for each y e n(X).
We want to determine the Stein-factorization (3. 1) for certain classes of blowing-up.
First we recall an algebraic description of Γ(ΦΧ). We use the functor
Dj:=lim Hom(J", ·) of J-transform, J being an ideal of a noetherian ring A [8], [1].
Obviously Dj(A) is an v4-algebra. Now, putting S+ = St 0 S2 ® ··· the S-algebra DS+(S)
is canonically graded ( s an S-module) and it holds [7], [13]:
(3.2)
Thereby — for a graded S-module M — Mn denotes the' l?-module of elements of
degree n.
From now on, let /£ be an ideal. For an R-module M, Γ7(Μ) shall denote the
7-torsion of M. Recall that rj( )g/? = r(0Spec( )) is the ideal of sections having support
in V(I) and that D/(K) is canonically isomorphic to r(0Spec( )_F(r)) [8], [1]. Moreover,
there is a natural exact sequence [9], [1]:
(3.3) 0 -* Γ,(Μ) ->· M -»D t (M) -» H} (M) -» 0.Bereitgestellt von | UZH Hauptbibliothek / Zentralbibliothek Zürich
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We recall another property of /-transforms, namely (cf. [8], [1]):
(3.4) Lei X G ! be a non-zero-divisor with respect to R = R/rr(R). Then
Dj(R)=(j ( R : I n ) K x .
ngO
(3. 5) Lemma. Let ht(I) > 0 and put R = R/F^R), D = D,(R), X = BIR(I). Then
Ä£ U (InR--I")D = r(&x)^D = r((9SpeeW_V{l}).
n^. 0
Proof. By (3. 3) it holds R g D. As ht(I)>Q there is a c e / which is non-zero
divisor with respect to R. By (3. 4) it follows D = (J (R : In)^c. So it remains to verify the
n^ 0
equality (j (I"R :IH)se = r(C)x). Let c*6»(/)= 0 /"==S be the element cel consid-
n^O n^O
ered äs homogeneous of degree one. Thus c* = (0, c, 0,...)eS. Then by our choice of c,
c* belongs to S+ and is a non-zero divisor with respect to S->=S/rs+(S), So, by (3. 2)
and (3.4) we obtain r(&x) = [(J (S: (S+)")(S+)e*]0. Observing that S = 9i(/R) it follows
thus our claim.
No w, let V be an irreducible variety of dimension d > l and let p E V be a closed
point. Assume that V— {p} consists only of Cohen-Macaulay points. We put R = &Vtp,
m = nvip. Then, according to Grothendieck's fmiteness-theorem [9] the local
cohomology-modules H^R) are finitely generated for i = 0, l, . . . , d — l. As a conse-
quence there is an m-primary ideal q of R such that for each System of parameters
*i, . . . , xd e q it holds [6], [2]:
(3.6) (x1,...,x,)H;(l?/(x1,...,x7.)) = 0, whenever i+j<d.
We fix such a System x 1 ? . . . , x d eq and put I = (xi9..., xd). Then the blowing-up
%:J5/Ä(/)-^Spec(l?) is a Macaulayfication, e.g. ß/K(/) is a CM-scheme [6], [2]. Now
let «/ g C?F be the ideal defined by
for
for x =
and put F:=Proj(9t(,/)= 0«/"). Then clearly the blowing-up n: V-+V is a
Macaulayfication.
n>0
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(3.7) Proposition. The Grothendieck-Stein-factorization of the Macaulayßcation
n: V—> V is given by
Proof. As : V— 1({p})-^ F— {p} is an isomorphism, it suffices to show
that the Grothendieck-Stein-factor of nt: JB/Ä(/)— > Spec(JR) is given by
y = id: Spec(Ä)-> Spec(R). As V is integral we have JTj(Ä) = 0. So, äs D'.= Dm(R) = Dj(R)
it remains to show that (J (/" : /*% = R, (3. 5) (observe that R^D by (3.4)). So we
have to prove (/" : /*% ü for all n^O. To do so, put L = (xl9...9xd-±)R. Then we
know, that (Lm:xd)D^Lm~1 for all me W, [2]. It follows
thus ( I m : I ) D = Im~l for all m e /W. By induction on n we get immediately (/" : /*% = R
for all n^O. This proves our claim.
In view of (3. 3) it is clear that D = Dm(R) is a finite birational integral extension of
R and that
(3.8) (cf. [3]).
So, putting V — Spec(dV_{jp}), the canonical map v: V —> V is finite, birational and V is
of depth > l in all closed points.
(3.9) Corollary. Lei depth(Oy t j t) = l. Then the Macaulayfication n: V-^V does
not factor through the finite morphism v: V —+ V.
Proof. A factorization
would induce a commutative diagram
(*)
oc(can.)
Spec(Ä).
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From the previous proof we have the canonical isomorphism Γ(0Χ)^Κ. So, passing to
global sections in (*) gives the commutative diagram
y (3. 3) we have coker i = H^(R) and thus get a Splitting exact sequence of K-modules
As D is a birational extension of R, ι must be an isomorphism. It follows Hf}l(l?) = 0,
thus depth( V,p)>l·
Keep the above hypotheses and notations. Then D = Dm(R) is the least K-module
of depth >1, containing l? and contained in the quotient field of R [1], [2]. This shows
that V -^ V is the (essentially unique) minimal finite birational model of V whose
closed points are of depth >1. In the special case, where Hlm(R) = 0 for i Φ l, d, (3. 8)
shows that D is the least CM- -module containing jR and being contained in the
quotient field of R. So, in this Situation, V -^ V is the minimal finite birational model
of V, which is CM (thus the minimal finite Macaulayfication). Observing this we get
(3.10) Corollary. Let depth (<Dytp) = 1. Then
(i) There is no minimal proper birational model V*-^V9 whose closed points are
of depth >1.
(ii) // H^Vp(&Vp) = 0 for all i Φ l, d, there is no minimal proper birational model
K* A F such thatPV*'is CM.
Proof. Indeed, such a minimal model F*A F would be a factor of the
corresponding minimal finite birational model V -^ K, thus coincide with this latter.
But then the Macaulayfication V-^ V would factor through V -A V. This contradicts
(3.9).
(3.11) Examples. (i) Let z and w be indeterminates and let
F = Spec(C[z,w2,zw, w3]).Bereitgestellt von | UZH Hauptbibliothek / Zentralbibliothek Zürich
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Let p e V be the closed point z = w = 0. It is immediate that
(where o denotes the origin of Xö2). So the normalization morphism v : / Q 2 — » F
(which is induced by the inclusion C[z, w2, zw, w3] c> <C[z, w]) is the minimal
finite Macaulayfication of F. It is immediate to check that H^((9Vtp)^C. This allows
to choose the previously introduced ideal q äs m = mF>p, [3]. Putting
J = (z, w2) <C[z, w2, zw, w3],
F:=Proj((J) J")-^· V is a Macaulayfication of V which does not factor through
n ^ O
v: A2— *V. It is easy to see that v is a homeomorphism. So, topologically factors
through v.
(ii) Let V = Spec (C[z, z w, w2 — w, w3 - w]) and let p be the point z = w = 0. It is
easy to check that the normalization morphism v:A2-+V (induced by the inclusion
A-=C[_z, z w, w2 — w, w3 — w] c» C[z, w]) is the minimal finite Macaulayfication of V,
and that H^Vp(GVtp}^C. So, putting J = (z, w2-w),4, : 7= Proj ( 0 J") -> F is a
n ^ O
Macaulayfication which does not factor through v: A2 — * V. Here, there is no surjective
topological factorization, äs the fiber v"1 ({p}) consists of the two points
(0, 0), (l, 0) E XQ2, whereas the fiber "1 ({p}) is homeomorphic to P1, thus connected.
Note, that Proj(@ nt^ tp)— > V defines a Macaulayfication which factors through v by a
n ^ O
proper map and whose exceptional fiber consists of two copies of P1.
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